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Unlock individual personality styles to
increase self awareness and emotional
intelligence, resulting in improved
engagement, communication skills,
productivity and teamwork. 

Everyone is unique - enhance,
appreciate and celebrate the diversity
of your team.



The Doer - Red
The Socialiser - Yellow
The Thinker - Green
The Relator - Blue

Our tool divides the brain into four         
major personality types and colours:

Everyone has all 4 colours within them, however
after completing our personality questionnaire,
two top colour combinations are usually revealed. 

These colours describe a more specific
personality style that lead to a heightened self-
awareness and that of others. 

By understanding your colours, you also begin to
understand how other people prefer to work,
communicate, collaborate and perform. Powered by E-Colours created in 2004.



Top Colour Red's & Yellow's Are Faster Paced / Big Picture Orientated Individuals

 An Overview

Top Colour Green's & Blue's Are Steady Paced / Information Orientated Individuals
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Independent / Task Orientated Interdependent / People Orientated

RED - The Doer
(Action)

Likes to know 'What'

YELLOW - The Socialiser
(Engage)

Likes to know 'Who'

GREEN - The Thinker
(Plan)

Likes to know 'How'

BLUE - The Relator
(Support)

Likes to know 'Why'



Participants take a 35 step online questionnaire.
For each question, they're presented with 4 adjectives.
They choose a word that is most and least like them. 
There are no right or wrong answers.
Everyone has a personality (no one has failed the questionnaire yet!)

Our E-Colour Awareness Events - Step 1 



Unlock Your Results - Step 2



Review Your Premium Report - Step 3

Everyone receives their personalised 
Premium Report, containing detailed information
about them and how they can improve their interaction with others.



A Group Coaching Session - Step 4 

The different E-Colour personality styles and                          
 tendencies
The diversity within your workforce
How your team can enhance team performance
Your teams' strengths and potential limiters
How everyone prefers to communicate
How different individuals process information
The difference between reacting or responding                                
 to a situation
How to utilise Personal Intervention

Our E-Colours Coaches will visit your group in person, or online to host a
fun, interactive and information session on:

Emma

Ian

Mark

Dan

Lorna

Nico

Tom
Pauline

Maura



Personal Intervention
gives people a tool to
‘Play’ or ‘Pause’ their
natural tendencies and
behaviours. For
example: when
considering
communication skills...



The Socialiser
"I prefer talking to listening and can
often interrupt the conversation. 
E-Colours has taught me to press my
pause button, when wanting to
interrupt and press my play button to
listen more, ensuring I work better in a
team by giving people an opportunity
to speak."

Top Colour Yellow:
The part of your personality
that helps you interact and
engage with others.

My Communication Style



The Thinker

Top Colour Green:
The part of your personality
that helps you plan and
analyse information.

"I'm a good listener and focus on the
facts as I'm information orientated.       
E-Colours has taught me to press my
pause button on asking too many
questions as this can appear
disruptive. Where I may appear to be
slow to make a decision, I just prefer
time to think."

My Communication Style



The Doer
"I usually like to take control of
situations, which may come across as
domineering and impatient. E-Colours
has taught me to be more patient and
understanding of others and how they
prefer to communicate and process
information."

Top Colour Red:
The part of your personality
that helps you take action
and get things done. My Communication Style



The Relator

Top Colour Blue:
The part of your personality
that helps you empathise
with and support others.

"I can sometimes be reluctant to speak
up in large groups and do not like
raised voices or to be rushed. I like to
get all the facts and feelings from a
meeting with a lot of emphasis on trust
and collaboration with my work
colleagues."

My Communication Style



Improved Communication Skills
Increased Self Awareness
Understanding How You Can Disrupt
Teamwork  
Understanding Your Strengths 
Understanding Your Potential Limiters
Improving Your Mental Wellbeing &
Emotional Intelligence

The Long Lasting Effects E-Colours Has on
Organisations & It's People:



"As a Corporate Event Manager of 20+ years,
I’ve seen many types of teambuilding activities,
but never have I experienced a tool that helps
people really understand and appreciate each
other, helping them work together more
efficiently and with increased co-operation. 

I became an E-Colours Coach as I believe
every organisation should consider
implementing this tool into their business, which
will support their employees on so many
different levels."

Emma Knights - Green / Blue
Event Director, Bamboo Events Ltd

Teambuilding with Purpose & Results



"I found E-Colours fascinating and think
it's an amazing tool. A lot of

companies who say they offer similar
products give you a good idea of your
own personality type, but not of people

you live and work with. This gives
E-Colours the edge." 

"The session gave me a really useful insight
into how people can communicate, act and
engage depending on their E-Colours. It has

really helped me to raise my own self-
awareness and already (only a few days

after the course) I am recognising my
strengths and limiters in everyday life!" 

"I feel passionately that anyone who
takes part in a session or takes the

time to understand their E-Colours will
truly benefit for the rest of their

lives." 

 "E-Colours has completely changed
the way I see myself and my

colleagues at my work place.  I’d
recommend it to anyone who is looking

to build a more harmonious and
productive team." 

What Participants Say...



“My E-Colours are Yellow/Blue – ‘The
Relating Socialiser’. The information I

received in the Premium Report was so
accurate. It was exactly me. I was

amazed! The subsequent awareness and
training sessions I have had have really

helped me understand myself and how I
interact with others. 

 
I look forward to seeing it implemented

through UK organisations, to help people
understand themselves and others.” 

 
Jason Anker, MBE

 



Our E-Colour Coaches

Emma Knights (G/B)
 

Strengths:
A perfectionist

Very logical
 

Limiters:
Can overthink & be picky

Mark Wilkinson (Y/R)

Strengths:
People orientated
Very enthusiastic 

 

Limiters:
Can be disorganised & interrupt

Ian Collins (B/R)

Strengths:
Extremely dependable

Very driven
 

Limiters:
Can be stubborn & impatient



You can discover your E-Colours for FREE by visiting: 

www.equilibria.com/PDI-home

Then contact us to arrange a free discovery call, where 
we'll tell you more about your results and how we can
arrange an E-Colour Awareness Event for your team. 

If you'd like to download your Premium Report (for the magnitude of useful
information it provides), use our discount code BAMBOOPREMIUM to receive a
20% discount. 

Try It For Free!



For Email Enquiries:
Or Call Us On: 
Visit Our Website At:

emma@bambooevents.co.uk
 +44(0)208 224 3269
www.bambooevents.co.uk

Prices on
request based
on number of
participants,

location &
format.

The
definition of
teambuilding...

the action or process
of causing a group
of people to work
together effectively
as a team, 

especially by means
of activities and
events designed to
increase motivation
and promote
cooperation.


